Limitations of the Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (QRPA) are studied within an exactly solvable model, with a two body interaction of We have found that restoring the PEP, the QRPA solutions are considerably stabilized and a better agreement with the exact solution is obtained.
terms of the quasiparticle number operator matrix elements in the ground state and in the first excited states, of the β transition amplitudes, of the Ikeda sum rule and of the nuclear matrix element for the double beta decay.
We have found that restoring the PEP, the QRPA solutions are considerably stabilized and a better agreement with the exact solution is obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (QRPA) has been found to be a powerful method for describing many-body systems. Due to its simplicity, the proton-neutron QRPA is the nuclear structure method which has been most frequently used to interpret some nuclear structure aspects of the beta (β) and double beta (ββ) decay for open shell systems [1] - [11] . The QRPA provides a description of excited states by including some nucleon-nucleon correlations in the ground state.
The QRPA equations are derived directly from the equation of motion. In deriving the QRPA equations two basic approximations are adopted: (i) The operator, which determines the excited state, is taken as linear superposition of two creation and two annihilation quasiparticle operators by considering the BCS basis as reference.
(ii) The commutator of bifermion operators is replaced by its expectation value in the BCS ground state. This is usually called the "quasiboson approximation" (QBA). The QBA violates the Pauli exclusion principle (PEP) and this affects severely the theory. The terms which are left out by the QBA become more and more important when the ground state correlations are increased which results in a collapse of the QRPA solution. The approach based on the two approximations mentioned above will be conventionally called "the standard QRPA approach".
Recently, the instability of the QRPA solution, caused by the PEP violation recieved much attention from the experts in the field. In order to improve the reliability of the standard QRPA description of the nuclear transitions, the renormalized version of the QRPA (RQRPA), which take into account the PEP in an approximate way, has been formulated [12, 13] and applied to the β and ββ decay problems [14] [15] [16] . Indeed, the RQRPA does not collapse within the physical range of the interaction strength parameters. However, avoiding the collapse in the RQRPA a price had to be paid, namely the violation of the Ikeda sum rule [17, 18] .
There is a constant interest in studying the physical consequences of violating the PEP by the QRPA solutions. Some definite conclusions can be drawn by using solvable models, like, for example, the extensions [18, 23] to proton-neutron systems of Lipkin or Moszkowski models [20, 21] , as they simulate the realistic cases either by analytical solutions or by a minimal computational effort.
The improvement of the PEP obedience, within the QRPA, can be achieved in two ways:
(i) By a mapping technique the whole theory can be formulated in a boson picture. Such an approach has been outlined for the proton-neutron monopole Lipkin model in Ref. [22] . (ii)
One can remain within the fermionic space and derive the elements of the QRPA equation, at least, perturbatively.
The goal of this work is to discuss some limitations of the standard QRPA approach, concerning the PEP violation. We shall follow the second possibility mentioned above and introduce new extensions of the standard QRPA approach within the proton-neutron monopole Lipkin model and point out some implications for realistic calculations. The newly introduced approximations will be compared with the exact results, revealing, in this way, the limits of the approximations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe the solvable model and specify the corresponding solution. Section III describes the standard QRPA and RQRPA within the chosen solvable model. In addition, new extensions of the standard QRPA approach, which take into account the PEP in an approximate way and exactly are introduced, respectively. In Sec. IV, the results obtained within the QRPA approaches are presented and compared with the exact results. Finally in Sec. V, we summarize the results and draw some conclusions.
II. NUCLEAR HAMILTONIAN
We assume a model Hamiltonian which includes a single-particle term, proton-proton and neutron-neutron pairing and a charge-dependent two-body interaction with particlehole and particle-particle channels included:
For the sake of simplicity we used a single level case j p = j n ≡ j and G p = G n ≡ G which implies equal energies for protons and neutrons quasiparticles: ǫ = ǫ p = ǫ n = Ω G/2. Ω denotes the semi-degeneracy of the considered single level.
The model Hamiltonian in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), resembles the Hamiltonian of the Lipkin model [20] , when λ 1 is taken equal to zero. We note that operators {A, A † , C} are generators for an SU(2) algebra. Indeed their mutual commutators are:
This model Hamiltonian is expected to account qualitatively for some features of realistic pn-QRPA calculations. Due to these expectations, it has been used to study the standard QRPA, renormalized QRPA as well as the higher order QRPA approximations for the manybody system, Refs. [27, 22] . The salient feature of this Hamiltonian is that the stability of the approximate solutions can be discussed in comparison with the exact solution determined
by diagonalizing H F in the space of states
Here |0 > denotes the vacuum state for the quasiparticle operators. The matrix to be diagonalized can be easily calculated with the result:
where
For n > 2Ω, the norm overlaps m n are vanishing. 
The simplest form for the phonon operator, in the fermionic space, is
where X and Y are called forward-and backward-going free variational amplitudes and satisfy the QRPA equation:
It is useful to introduce the notation:
Then the QRPA eigenenergy E QRP A and the new amplitudes X and Y are given by:
From the definition of the QRPA ground state |rpa > (3.1), it follows that elements A, B 
. This modifies the matrices A, B, U in the following way [14, 15] :
Note that the fermionic structure of the A, A † operators is taken into account only in an approximate way. In the limit of D = 1, i.e. the |rpa > ground state is replaced by the BCS one | >, one gets the standard QRPA approach.
It is worth to remark that in both the standard QRPA and the RQRPA, the elements A, B and U are evaluated by using some approximate schemes for the commutator [A,
If the commutator is exactly considered, i.e. the PEP is fulfiled, the matrices A, B and U take the form:
The calculation of the involved matrix elements requires the knowledge of the |rpa > ground state, determined by the condition in Eq. (3.1). The analytical form for |rpa > is known within QBA and renormalized QBA. For the phonon operator given by the Eq. (3.2), one obtains:
where n stands for the normalization factor.
In general, it is not possible to find an explicit expression for |rpa > unless some additional approximation is adopted. Fortunately, this can be achieved in the case of the solvable model considered in the present paper. By solving the Eq. (3.1), one obtains
with 
where the following notations have been used:
We hope that this approach can be applied also for realistic calculations and within a large model space. Note that knowing |rpa > QBA , the QRPA matrices can be evaluated without the PEP violation, at least pertubatively with respect to the factor d. If the pertubative series is truncated to the quadratic terms in d, the resulting approach will be hereafter labelled by the abreviation PP2 QRPA. with the phonon operator of a simple structure, is from the exact picture (3.1). The following expressions are used in elaborating the above defined procedure:
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In what follow we shall present the numerical results for the QRPA approaches described in the previous section and compare them with the values provided by diagonalizing H F (2.5).
In order to continue and complete the discussion of this Hamiltonian given in Refs. [18, 22] , we have chosen the same set of parameters as there:
Also we redefine the parameters κ and χ as in Refs. [18, 22] :
The values χ ′ = 0. and χ ′ = 0.5 were adopted while the particle-particle strength κ ′ was allowed to vary in the interval 0 ≤ κ ′ ≤ 2. Comparing the schematic calculations with the realistic ones, a value for κ ′ close to unity is expected.
A. Excitation energies
In Fig. 1 we plotted the dependence of the QRPA excitation energy and the first exci 
B. Expectation values of the quasiparticle number operator
In order to get additional information about the quality of different approximations, we calculate the expectation values of the quasiparticle number operator in the ground and first excited states. These are defined as follows:
For the situations defined before, the results are:
(EP P QRP A). of the considered QRPA methods is able to reproduce the exact result for ∆N which, after a certain point in the region κ ′ . = 1. − 1.1, is falling down, contrary to the behavior of other curves [22] . This is an indication that a more complex form for the phonon operator might be necessary.
C. Fermi β transition amplitudes
We turn our attention now to transitions induced by the Fermi β ± operators. Neglecting the scattering term, as we did for the nuclear Hamiltonian H F (see Sec. II), the Fermi β ± operators, in the quasiparticle basis, take the form
The matrix elements of β − operator between ground and first excited states corresponding to different versions of the QRPA, are given as follows: demonstrate how important it is to have a correct treatment of the PEP, in describing the nuclear β transitions. It is worth noting the sensitivity of the β + amplitude to the details of nuclear structure wave functions. Indeed, by increasing the the particle-particle interaction strength κ, the matrix element of the β + transition operator reaches a vanishing value and therefore is no longer predictable.
D. The Ikeda sum rule
From the β ± amplitudes one obtains, straightforwardly, the β ± strengths:
For a ground state preserving the proton and neutron numbers in avarage, the two strengths are satisfying the Ikeda sum rule
where N and Z are the numbers of neutrons and protons, respectively.
It is well known that the Ikeda Sum rule is automatically fullfiled in the standard QRPA and violated in the RQRPA [17, 18] . According to the Fig. 6 , this is also true for the solvable model of this work. This figure shows also numerical results for the Ikeda sum rule predicted by the methods described so far, and compare them with the exact results.
One notices that the exact results for H F , do not fullfil the Ikeda sum rule and show a large deviation from the value of (N-Z) for κ ′ for κ ′ ≥ 1. The origin of this phenomenon is expected to due to neglecting the scattering terms in the derivation of the assumed Hamiltonian H F [28] . We hope that discrepancies concerning the Ikeda sum rule are substantially diminished 
E. Double beta decay matrix element
In this section we shall focus our attention on the two-neutrino double beta decay mode, 2νββ. Consequences of the previously presented approaches on the 2νββ-decay matrix element will be discussed. Within the solvable model considered here there is only one QRPA excited state and the corresponding nuclear 2νββ-decay matrix element takes the
Here, the states with subscripts "i" and "f" are describing to the initial (A,Z) and final (A,Z+2) nuclei, respectively. We considered ∆ to be equal to 0.5 MeV and performed the calculations for the following set of parameters [18] :
Results corresponding to the matrix element M The EPP QRPA results show that the collapse of the first excited states is far from the place where the standard QRPA breaks down, i.e., is achieved for larger values of the particle-particle interaction strength.
The comparison of the EPP QRPA results with those obtained with the exact eigenstates of H F , points out the drawbacks coming from the simple structure of the QRPA phonon operator and suggests a range of applicability for this theory. Clearly, this analysis shows some limitations for the QRPA and RQRPA approaches.
The results of the present paper support our hope that the PP QRPA approximations might work equally well in the case of realistic calculations. Indeed, the PP QRPA is based on the approximate QRPA ground state wave functions, derived within the QBA, which can be undoubtly found also in realistic models. This subject seems to be very interesting and therefore deserves further considerations. 
